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Disclaimer
The information in this Litepaper is subject to change or update, and should not be
construed as a commitment, promise, or guarantee by CYBONIX NFT.
CYBONIX NFT expressly disclaims any and all responsibility for any direct or
consequential loss or damage of any kind whatsoever arising directly or indirectly from
reliance on any information contained in the Litepaper, any error, omission or inaccuracy
in any such information or any action resulting therefrom.
This is not a recommendation to buy or financial advice, it is strictly informational. Do
not trade or invest in any tokens, companies or entities based solely upon this
information. Any investment involves substantial risks, including, but not limited to,
pricing volatility, inadequate liquidity, and the potential complete loss of principal.
Investors should conduct independent due diligence, with assistance from professional
financial, legal and tax experts, on topics discussed in this document and develop a
stand-alone judgment of the relevant markets prior to making any investment decision.
Any payments of financial transactions that you conduct or engage in are final. All
purchases of Licensed NFTs, as well as any associated charges, are non-refundable.
You shall be responsible for all applicable taxes including any sales or compensating use
tax or equivalent tax wherever such tax may arise. The user accepts and acknowledges
that CYBONIX and its Affiliates will not be responsible for any communication failures,
disruptions, distortions, delays, or any other errors that may arise when you attempt to
purchase any Licensed NFTS.
You understand and agree that CYBONIX NFTs are made solely for entertainment
purposes only. You agree and understand that: (1) the market and prices for a blockchain
asset are extremely volatile and subjective and collectible blockchain assets, such as the
Licensed NFTs, have no inherent or intrinsic value, and fluctuations in the price of such
blockchain assets could materially and adversely affect the price and value of your
Licensed NFTs; (2) there are risks involved with using internet-based currency and asset,
including, but not limited to, risk of hardware, software, internet connection failure, risk
of malicious software, and risk that unauthorized parties may gain access to your personal
information including such information and assets contained in your digital wallet or
elsewhere; (3) internet-based currency and assets are not currently regulated by any
regulatory regimes, and new regulations or policies that may materially affect the value

of any Licensed NFTs; (4) there is an inherent risk that you may lose access due to loss of
private keys, custodial error, or even purchaser error; (5) there are risks related to
taxation; and (6) CYBONIX does not make any guarantees or representations about the
availability of the Licensed NFTs or the art or that they will host the Licensed NFTs or
the Art in any specific location for any specific period of time.
Upon you assuming Ownership of a Licensed NFT, CYBONIX NFT grants you a
non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free license to 1) use, display, or otherwise enjoy the
Art of your Licensed NFT for your own personal use; 2) commercialize your Licensed
NFT by producing and selling physical merchandise that portrays the Licensed NFT’s
underlying Art in its entirety; 3) sell or transfer your Licensed NFTs to another party 4)
use your Licensed NFT as part of a third-party website or application which permits the
inclusion, involvement, and/or participation for your Licensed NFTs, provided that the
website or application cryptographically permits and verifies each NFT owner’s rights
and ownership to display the Art and the website or application ensures only the actual
owner can display the Art.
You understand and agree that these rights are licensed solely to the rightful and legal
owner of the Licensed NFT. Your licensed rights to the Licensed NFT will terminate
upon the rightful and legal sale or transfer of your Licensed NFT and the new Owner,
upon their acceptance of this Agreement, shall receive these licensed rights.
You agree that you have received sufficient information to make an informed decision
regarding the decision to purchase or otherwise obtain the Licensed NFTs and that you
understand and agree that you are solely responsible for determining the value, nature,
and appropriateness of the above risks for yourself.

Executive Summary
CYBONIX is a three-stage collection of 10,000 generative 3D front profile Cyborg
NFTs. The collection is split into three subsections including the Genesis (1.0), 2.0, and
3.0. The collection sizes are 1500, 3500, and 5000, respectively.
The origin of the CYBONIX collection comes in the year 2777 as the CYBONIX
Cyborgs have been forced off their home planet Cygonia by the Eldor Mystics. With only
10,000 of the most elite CYBONIX Cyborgs surviving the initial attack, they have
retreated to their top-secret space facility on the dark side of Wordon's moon. Here the
Cyborgs are building and training back up to seek revenge on the mystical warlords who
savagely pillaged their world. The CYBONIX Cyborgs exist on the Ethereum blockchain,
and the 1500 Genesis Cyborgs are the most powerful, experienced, and valuable
members of the community. They are currently training and preparing the next two
classes of CYBONIX warriors for their inevitable quarrel with the Eldor Mystics as they
attempt to reclaim their homeland.

Traits & Rarities
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1gBvLNit6ZSblLwJVE5ZFLsqbn1cbMaNoYY6
7STjm-y0/edit?usp=sharing

Official CYBONIX Links
CYBONIX Team
Kevin Ortega: (Founder/Project Lead) https://linktr.ee/Kevin.ETH
Chase Graves: (Founder/Marketing) https://linktr.ee/chase.graves
Zander Clive: (Founder/Brand Engagement) https://linktr.ee/zanderclive
Parker Jay Smith: (Utility & Roadmap Lead) https://linktr.ee/parkerjaysmith
Thomas Carver: (Operations Lead) https://linktr.ee/coachcarver
Adam Beckner (Brand Manager) https://linktr.ee/abecks
Odin Lee: (Artistic Lead) https://linktr.ee/OdinLee
Aalasady (Ali): (Animations Lead) https://linktr.ee/Aalasady
Saad: (Animations) https://linktr.ee/saadkhalifeh
Important Links
Website: https://CYBONIX.io
CYBONIX Twitter: https://twitter.com/CYBONIXNFT
CYBONIX Instagram: https://instagram.com/CYBONIXNFT
CYBONIX Discord: https://discord.gg/CYBONIX

Roadmap
PHASE 1
FIRST CYBONIX MINT (GENESIS COLLECTION):
The first 1,500 piece CYBONIX Genesis Collection has sold out and is currently
preparing for war, and readying the next wave of recruits. The community funds
accumulated from this first mint were used towards the implementation of the Cybonix
Training Camp Hubs and securement of the strategic partnership with Swift Shootout.
CYBONIX TRAINING CAMP:
A completely customizable community engagement experience to offer maximum value
and opportunity for personal growth and development for CYBONIX Genesis holders.
This includes access to weekly calls, workshops, masterminds, and community forums
in a wide variety of industries and areas of interest.
The different focuses within Wordon’s Boot Camp cover a wide range of topics including
mindset, mental health and transformational coaching, gaming, fitness, sneakers and
streetwear, drone skills, Web3 education, and financial literacy/credit repair.
Schedules will be released and will include weekly calls for each section (7 total per
week), along with day-to-day interaction and consistent access to resources to help
each holder achieve the highest possible level expertise in the field of their choice. Each
different section will be led by team members working in their respective area of
excellence. The different subtopics will look something like this:
“Cut The Noise” - Mental Health / Mindset / Transformational Coaching:
Mental Health is extremely important, but often overlooked or even hidden. The
CYBONIX team wants to assure that all of our holders have all of the tools, resources,
and knowledge needed to take back control of their mindsets and sense of fulfillment in
life.
“Play for Pay” - Professional Gaming and Streaming:
Gaming is a massive and worldwide industry that continues to grow daily. The
CYBONIX team wants to offer their wealth of experience, knowledge, and connections
within the gaming space to help any current or aspiring gamers and/or streamers
among our holders.

“The Digital Gold Mine” - Crypto and NFT Education:
As the Web3 industry continues to scale around us, many people become overwhelmed
by the amount of opportunity and information in front of them and they lack the proper
foundation, guidance, and mindset. The CYBONIX team wants to offer education and
access to resources to build your foundation as a trader and investor.
“Paradox” - Crypto Trade Ideas:
After implementing the Digital Gold Mine, a lot of people expressed interest in learning
how to trade/invest; So we decided to take it to the next level. Not only will we teach our
holders how to view the market with clarity, but also give them trading opportunities
while they are learning. Inside of Paradox, Cybonix Holders will have access to a crash
course teaching them how to take advantage of Top 20 Crypto and Alt Coin Paradox
Trade Ideas (1hr/4hr setups that include entry, stop loss, and multiple take profit levels).
All of the Paradox trade ideas work well for Spot Trading, Futures, and Overall Market
Sentiment. Paradox will also include weekly podcasts/spaces on BTC Market Structure
& Fundamental Events.

CYBONIX x SWIFT SHOOTOUT PLAY 2 EARN INTEGRATION FOR HOLDERS:
In a strategic partnership with Swift Shootout, we will begin integration into Swift
Shootout’s game where holders will be able to actively play and earn with their
CYBONIX Genesis in-game. Not only will holders be able to dive headfirst into this
game but they will also be able to lease out their CYBONIX Genesis to others who are
looking to use the characters to play within the game!

PHASE 2
CYBONIX REINFORCEMENTS MINT (2.0 COLLECTION):
The next collection of Cyborgs will be entering the CYBONIX ecosystem, comprising the
2.0 “Reinforcements” collection. The CYBONIX 2.0 collection will hold a unique set of
utilities from the Genesis collection and will consist of the same bloodline and species
as the Genesis and additionally, female Cyborgs will be created per popular demand.
The exact date, time, and pricing details are TBD and once decided they will be
communicated with the community as soon as possible.

The community funds accumulated from this mint will be used to create the Ultra-Rare
Charity Collection, initiate the opening of “Wordon’s Vault,” and further development of
our website to integrate the CYBONIX Armory Marketplace.

5) "WORDON’S MILITIA" ULTRA-RARE CHARITY COLLECTION:
Our limited ULTRA RARE collection will be released to the public with 100% of the
proceeds going to charity. The exact structure of the sale of these NFTs has yet to be
announced, as we are exploring avenues by which we can include as many community
members as possible in the possibility of minting one.
The community will be given a complete breakdown and synopsis of 3 nonprofit
organizations that we have vetted and interviewed and will get to decide which of the
three the proceeds are directed towards from the mint. After the decision has been
made by the community, the partnered nonprofit will join us in a community event to
share how they will be using the funds and their long-term plans.

6) OPENING OF "WORDON'S VAULT":
Our community treasure pack will be opened and filled with funds designated from
secondary sales, being used explicitly towards community events, marketplace utility,
exclusive merch, brand and collab partnerships, and most importantly the community
will be able to decide how these funds are deployed for the long term vision and utility of
the project.
After Wordon’s Vault has been opened, we will present the community with several
detailed options as to the long-term direction of the project and the future application of
the CYBONIX Genesis NFTs. These options will include pricing and timing estimates,
along with a detailed description of the application of the NFTs and the value they will
provide to holders in each potential avenue of expansion.
As this vote approaches the team will have finished compiling and organizing all of the
necessary infrastructures for a variety of different play to earn gaming applications for
the collection, and will then turn the ultimate decision as to the exact avenue of
utilization, over to the community for a vote. These options might include a “passive
staking” P2E, an active player vs player P2E, or even cross integration into an existing
game ecosystem!

Once the community makes its decision, progress will begin immediately on the
long-term application of the CYBONIX Genesis and its specific on-chain token utility.

7) CYBONIX ARMORY IS OPENED:
While long-term developments are underway for the CYBONIX Genesis collection
holder’s chosen utility, the CYBONIX Armory will be opened to provide everyday value
and utility to holders through an interactive and ever-changing marketplace. In phase 4
this marketplace will be OPENED, but far from finished, as we will be continuously
adding to, and upgrading the marketplace as our brand and treasure pack grow.
CYBONIX holders will be paid “off-chain” rewards based on the quantity and duration of
their holdings of both the Genesis and Wordon’s Militia collections. These tokens can be
redeemed within the Armory (marketplace) for a variety of items such as WL spots from
partnered collections, raffles for free NFTs, exclusive merch collections and discounts,
special offers from partnered brands and companies, tickets to both IRL and metaverse
events, and much more.
The community will be able to provide continuous feedback as to what they feel offers
the most valuable utility within the marketplace, and each holder will have the ultimate
control over what they choose to redeem their earned rewards for.
The rewards will not be distributed linearly and there will be increased incentives and
bonuses for holders of three or more, holders that minted in the primary sale, and
holders that retain ownership of their CYBONIX over the long term. These initiatives are
to reward our FIRST, BIGGEST, and STRONGEST holders with additional value.
PHASE 3
8) ANNOUNCE THE INTRODUCTION OF A THIRD SPECIES IN THE ECOSYSTEM:
“INVASION OF WORDON” AND THE ARMORY’S EXPANSION:
The team will announce and begin marketing the release of a third, enemy, collection
into both the short-term and long-term CYBONIX ecosystems. This third collection will
also earn tokenized rewards and be developed into the chosen long-term application of
the Genesis collection .

The Armory will also continue to expand and grow, with new categories of offerings,
new partnerships, and new community-focused initiatives.
The community funds accumulated from this mint will be used to fund the CYBONIX IRL
Event, CYBONIX Metaverse Space, .
9) CYBONIX SYNDICATE EVENT AND AND GENESIS MERCH DROP:
CYBONIX will announce the launch of our FULL Genesis merch collection, available
only with rewards earned from holding and accumulating Genesis and Ultra-Rare NFTs.
The specific details and designs of the full collection will be decided on by the
community and developed to embody the community and value held within the
CYBONIX collection.
Along with this, we will announce the specific details of our first IRL event, including
location, dates, and activities. This IRL event will be centered around personal and
professional growth and development, alongside network and community activities.
Finally, this phase will also include the development of a designated CYBONIX
metaverse space which will be used for VR events and will allow a more readily
accessible event scene to our holders who are too far or busy to attend the IRL events.
All of these events will be offered within the marketplace and optional for members to
redeem with their rewards. You can take part in all (or none) of the offerings if they do
not suit your interests the first time around, and continue to accumulate for future
offerings.

